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Conversational AI solutions
for pediatric care
Maximize your effectiveness with solutions optimized
for the pediatric care setting.

Nuance solutions for pediatric care settings simplify and
streamline how pediatricians capture and communicate patient
stories, access real-time clinical intelligence to improve care, and
use metrics to assess and document care quality.
Pediatricians and their care teams need the right technology to provide
children with the best care. Unlike adults, technology used in pediatric
settings must align with the pediatric models of governance and oversight and
financial structure. Nuance pediatric solutions provide workflow efficiency and
clinical intelligence to deliver unmatched outcomes.
Nuance pediatric care solutions
— Dragon Medical One. Improve efficiency with this cloud‑based HITRUST
CSF‑certified speech recognition solution that provides a consistent
and personalized clinical documentation experience across solutions,
platforms, and devices. Dragon Medical One gives clinicians access to a
growing library of pediatric clinical calculators throughout the clinician
documentation workflow—with no additional cost or software to install.
— Dragon Medical Advisor with Pediatric Guidance. Enable pediatric
point‑of‑care advice unobtrusively presented in the user’s workflow,
including impactful clinical information such as vital signs and lab values
that can be turned off and on.
— Nuance Surgical CAPD. Empower surgeons to make clinical documentation easy and effortless. Nuance Surgical CAPD learns surgeons’
documentation patterns—improving efficiency immediately and over
time—and allows them to create one‑pass operative reports in less than
90 seconds.
— PowerScribe One. Harmonize the applications radiologists use every day
and make AI useful and usable within the workflow. By improving efficiency
and accuracy, PowerScribe One gives radiologists more time to focus on
the care teams and pediatric patients they serve.

“Dragon Medical One makes
it easier to capture more
thorough documentation. I’m
definitely more satisfied using
Dragon Medical One. I find I’m
creating more detailed records
since I can easily add little bits
of information into the templates. It saves time.”
— Mary Jo Shaw, MD Pediatrician
Coeur d’Alene Pediatrics
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— CDE One. Improve CDI team efficiency, communication, and insight with
documentation guidance offering CDI workflow and clarification management, code search, MS/APR‑DRG capabilities and program analytics that
create the core foundation of a successful CDI program.
— Nuance Performance Analytics. Quality management solutions and
services to help you measure, monitor, and improve quality, including hospital and physician quality measures reporting, performance analytics and
improvement services, risk management, and patient safety reporting.

— Healthcare expertise. With 750+ proven clinical strategies and 30 years
of CDI experience, we capture 3 billion lines of medical documentation
annually and continue innovating for the radiology market, 20 years and
counting.

“Not only are our radiologists
feeling good about getting the
work done faster, they can see
they’re providing better service
and better care…everyone is
pleased that we’re not having
the really long days where
unread studies accumulate.
They’re happy with the solution
and have asked to use it more.”

— AI technology. As a pioneer in speech‑enabled virtual assistants and
CAPD, Nuance is tapping into a secure multi-million-dollar HITRUST cloud
infrastructure and harnessing advanced analytics to transform patient
care.

— Marla B.K. Sammer, MD
Associate Professor of
Pediatric Radiology,
Texas Children’s Hospital

The Nuance difference
Engage physicians with high acceptance rates and capture documentation
that drives appropriate reimbursement, accurate quality ratings and risk
adjustment, shortens the billing cycle, and helps improve the denials management process.

— Deep integration. 4 out of 5 facilities that use Epic, Cerner, Allscripts, and
MEDITECH rely on Nuance every day. Our 200+ healthcare IT partnerships
and deeply integrated solutions deliver optimized workflows and support
better collaboration across teams.
LEARN MORE
To learn how our pediatric solutions can ease the documentation burden for
your providers and enable them to focus more time on patient care, please
call 1-877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/healthcare.
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Nuance Communications (Nuance) is a technology pioneer with market leadership in
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